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W hat Price Knowledge?
W h e n e v e r  economists gather together 

these days, they not only exchange 
knowledge; they also talk about knowledge. 

(Witness the program at the recent American 
Economic Association convention, which was 
devoted almost entirely to discussions of that 
particular subject.) This intense interest is 
due in large part to the rapid growth of the 
knowledge-investment sector of the economy, 
that is, the nation’s investment in education 
and research-and-development.

The importance of knowledge was recog
nized as long ago as 1776. Adam Smith at 
that time argued that “Man educated at the 
expense of much labor and time may be com
pared to an expensive machine.” And Benja
min Franklin, Smith’s contemporary, declared 
that “An investment in knowledge pays the 
best interest.” But only recently has the in
terest of economists been centered on the sub
ject of economic growth and on the types of 
investment—such as investment in the pro
duction of knowledge—that will pay off in 
the future through growth-stimulating in
creases in productivity. A prime example is 
the work of Princeton Professor Fritz Mach- 
lup, The Production and Distribution of 
Knowledge in the United States.

Crucial categories
According to Machlup’s all-encompas6ing 

definition, the knowledge industry includes 
education, research and development, com
munications media, information machines, 
and information services. But the crucial 
categories are education and R & D—the 
knowledge-investment categories — which in 
1965 expended roughly $120 billion in the 
nation and an astonishing $30 billion in the 
West alone.

Education, the largest knowledge sector, 
amounted to roughly $100 billion in the na
tion and $20 billion in the West last year. The

total includes the cost of all types of education 
-—elementary, secondary, and higher educa
tion, plus the knowledge acquired at home, on 
the job, or in the armed services. More than 
that, it includes the earnings foregone by 
those who are absorbing knowledge rather 
than contributing to the community’s physical 
or knowledge output.

Research and development (R & D) prob
ably contributed over $20 billion to gross na
tional product last year—and roughly $10 
billion, or almost one-half of that total, was 
produced in Twelfth District states.

Education +  R & D =  investment
Education is designed to produce existing 

knowledge in new minds and to make these 
minds more receptive and more capable of 
absorbing, transforming, creating, and using 
knowledge. R & D, meanwhile, is designed to 
produce new knowledge. Neither education 
nor R & D creates tangible assets on a balance 
sheet. But both make a contribution to future 
returns, that is, to the increased productivity 
of resources.

This crucial segment of the knowledge in
dustry sustains a two-way link between suc
cessful investment, which permits the faster 
growth of GNP, and GNP growth, which per
mits more investment in knowledge produc
tion. In underdeveloped countries, the inabil
ity to sustain this link creates a vicious circle 
of poverty; in developed countries, the suc
cessful operation of this mechanism creates a 
beneficent spiral. Increases in education and 
technology promote rising incomes, and these 
higher incomes afford rising expenditures for 
education and R & D.

Chicago Professor Theodore Schultz points 
out that “The growth of this investment in 
human capital may well be the most distinc
tive feature of the economic system. Increases 
in national output have been large, compared
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Higher Education-1965
The Higher Education Act of 1965, signed into law last November at Southwest 

Texas State College, more than doubles the $410-million annual authorization for 
colleges and universities established under the Higher Education Act of 1963. The 
new law lowers to 3 percent the interest rate on Federal loans for undergraduate 
school construction (about a full percentage point below the current rate) and it 
also increases the types of facilities for which Federal construction aid may be ob
tained. The act, moreover, for the first time provides for:

1. Scholarships averaging $500 a year each for needy students, particularly those 
whose parents earn $3,000 a year or less. The aim is to ensure that as many as 140,000 
poor but talented youths each year are afforded a college education.

2. A low-interest loan program, eventually to total $700 million a year or more, 
for middle-income students. The loan funds would be provided partly by the Gov
ernment and partly by private lending institutions, and a significant portion of the 
interest payment would be underwritten by the Government if a student’s parents 
earn less than $15-18,000 a year.

3. A far-ranging “university extension” program to propel colleges and univer
sities into a variety of community services. These include research on urban problems 
—such as air and water pollution, juvenile delinquency, and consumer education— 
and the training of urban experts and other professionals.

4. A grant program to raise academic standards of small, poorly financed col
leges, particularly 106 predominantly Negro schools in the South. Federal assistance 
would help those schools attract and hold competent faculties; in addition, it would 
help them establish formal ties with wealthier institutions, in such forms as faculty 
and student exchanges, joint use of facilities, and postgraduate teacher training.

5. A postgraduate fellowship program to help up to 10,000 elementary- and 
secondary-school teachers a year obtain masters degrees. This program would ex
tend already existing programs which help defray the costs of Ph.D. training.

6. A “teachers corps,” composed eventually of 6,000 volunteers (novices and 
veterans alike), to teach in poverty-stricken areas where educational problems are 
severe and school resources scant. Corps members, after a three-month university 
training period, would be assigned as requested by local school districts, but would 
be paid completely out of Federal funds.

4
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with increases in land, manhours, and physi
cal reproducible capital. The investment in 
human capital is probably the major explana
tion for this difference.”

According to the widely cited estimate of 
Brookings Institution’s Edward Denison, 
knowledge investment accounted for about 
40 percent of the 2.9-percent annual rate of 
growth in the 1929-1957 period. Denison esti
mates that the rising education of the labor 
force was responsible for 23 percent of the 
growth in real national income in that period, 
and that the general advance in knowledge, 
typified by R & D and improved management 
techniques, was responsible for another 20 
percent of the growth rate. He estimates also 
that knowledge investment will account for 
a comparable proportion of the increase in 
growth between now and 1980.

What education costs
Nonetheless, knowledge investment can be 

a costly affair, as the West’s educational sta
tistics amply demonstrate. In the public-edu- 
cation sector alone, California increased its 
spending for lower schools from about $lVi 
billion to about $2 Vi billion between 1958 
and 1965, and undoubtedly will substantially 
exceed the $3 billion mark by 1970. District 
states as a whole increased their spending in 
this category from about $2 billion to almost 
$4 billion in the 1958-1965 period, and may 
well approach the $5 billion level by 1970.

Expansion of higher-education costs has 
been even more startling. For public institu
tions alone, these costs more than doubled in 
the 1958-1965 period, to roughly $1 billion 
in California and $lVi billion in all District 
states. Moreover, according to the Council of 
State Governments, higher-education costs 
will soar by 1970 to around $2Vi billion in 
California and almost $3V2 billion in the Dis
trict as a whole. Yet, in view of the region’s 
long educational tradition, it may be quite 
willing to sustain costs of this magnitude.

Why it costs
The necessity for increased educational in

vestment is due in large part to the simple 
pressure of numbers. These pressures are 
most obvious in the nation’s most populous 
state, California. Primary and secondary pub- 
lic-school enrollment in California increased 
from 2.9 million to 4.1 million between 1958 
and 1965, and state officials anticipate further 
growth to 4.8 million in 1970 and 5.9 million 
in 1980. Moreover, California’s enrollment 
of full-time college students increased by two- 
thirds, to 400,000, in the 1960-65 period 
alone. Already, 53 percent of California’s 
high-school seniors enter college. (The ratio 
is much higher in some areas; for example, 62 
percent in San Diego.) And, as the lower- 
school enrollment figures indicate, there is a 
rising flood of students behind the present 
college generation.

The same pressure of numbers is seen at 
the national level. Federal officials expect that 
degree students at public colleges and univer
sities will increase from 4.5 million to 7.7 mil
lion in the 1963-1970 period and will then 
rise to 9.5 million by 1975.

But far more than numbers is involved in 
the rising demand for higher education. With 
increases in family income, a larger propor
tion of the population is able to afford the 
costs associated with sending children to col
lege and foregoing their earnings while there.
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Education costs continue rapid rise, 
especially at college level

B illio n s  of Dollars

Source: Bureau of the Census; Council of State Governments

With the migration of the population to urban 
industrial areas, a larger proportion of the 
population resides in communities where fa
cilities are available and where higher educa
tion is demanded as a job passport. And, with 
rapid advances in technology, a phenomenal 
increase in demand has occurred for graduates 
possessing the necessary skills.

W hy it’s worth it
The average high-school student and his 

parents now understand, fully as well as does 
the average economist, the importance of in
creased investment in knowledge. Whether or 
not they have seen the figure of $100,000 as 
the value of a college education— that is, the 
difference in lifetime earnings between the 
man with a degree and the man without one 
—they are well aware that inequality in the 
distribution of income is positively related to 
inquality in educational background, and that 

6 unemployment hits most severely those who

have the weakest educational backgrounds. 
By now, an impressive body of evidence sup
ports the thesis that educated and skilled per
sons almost always earn more than others— 
a thesis which is true for different types of de
veloped countries (such as the U. S. and the 
U. S. S. R .), for different types of underde
veloped countries (such as India and Cuba), 
and for completely different time periods 
(such as the U. S. a century ago as compared 
with today).

A number of attempts have been made to 
calculate the rate of return on investment in 
education. According to one such estimate, 
made by Columbia Professor Gary Becker, 
the average college entrant obtains a 10-12 
percent annual return on his investment— and 
the urban-white-male college graduate obtains 
an even higher return. Other specialists would 
estimate the rate of return differently— some 
higher, some lower—but few would dispute 
the fact that those who receive the most edu
cation are going to move into virtually all the 
key jobs. In the words of HEW Secretary John 
Gardner: “The question, Who should go to 
college?, translates itself into the more com
pelling question, Who is going to manage the 
society?”

The crucial link
The university, or multiversity, has in any 

event become the center of the knowledge in
dustry. A heavy demand exists for certain 
kinds of knowledge and for knowledgeable 
people to move the nation toward the social 
and technological goals it sets for itself, and 
the modern university has come forward to 
meet those demands. It has done this especi
ally by welding a closer association with the 
other crucial element of the knowledge indus
try— research and development.

The interlocking of the two types of knowl
edge investment was emphasized in a widely 
quoted report, “The Changing Patterns of 
Defense Procurement,” issued by the Defense
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Department in mid-1962. “Management 
planners, in considering sites for new or ex
panded facilities, have found the availability 
of trained minds overshadows even such fac
tors as the labor market, water supply, and 
power sources. The evidence is overwhelm
ing: Route 128 encircling Boston, the indus
trial complex around San Francisco Bay, that 
related to the institutions in the Los Angeles 
area, and similar situations are cogent ex
amples of the clustering of industry around 
centers of learning.” And not only do produc
tion contracts follow research contracts, but 
the acquisition of production contracts in 
turn leads to the ability to strengthen research 
staffs. “The process is circular; and it re
generates itself.”

R & D is the only sector of the industry 
which deals with knowledge production in 
the narrow sense, that is, production of so
cially new knowledge. This sector consists of 
several activities: basic research, applied re
search, and development. Basic research 
looks for general laws with no regard for 
practical use; applied research looks for re
sults promising some ultimate use. (The for
mer searches for discoveries and the latter for 
inventions.) Development, on the other hand, 
is technological activity using scientific knowl
edge already developed for the production of 
useful materials, systems, or processes.

What R & D costs
The growth of R & D has been phenomenal, 

as every reader of the stock-market page can 
testify. R & D spending increased from about 
$16 billion in 1940 to $14 billion in 1960— a 
20-percent annual rate of growth— and it 
probably exceeds $20 billion today. The Fed
eral Government’s role in financing R & D is 
conspicuous, but private industry predomi
nates in the performance of this activity, and 
in recent years it has also increased its spend
ing for this purpose. Today, stock-market 
analysts use a corporation’s R & D budget as

an index of its future profit performance, and 
consumers seem more impressed by a firm’s 
reports on its research activities than they are 
by the TV programs it sponsors.

The R & D sector’s record of rapid growth 
was affected recently, however, when spend
ing restraints were imposed by the industry’s 
dominant paymaster, the Federal Govern
ment. Federal R & D expenditures, after ris
ing steeply to $11.3 billion in fiscal 1963 and 
$13.8 billion in 1964, then leveled off in 1965 
near the 1964 level. This setback was caused 
primarily by a slowdown in the hitherto rapid
ly expanding space program, and by the com
pletion of the planned buildup in strategic- 
missile production.

California and the other District states, 
which had been prime beneficiaries of the 
earlier R & D boom, felt the full impact of the 
recent shift in Federal policy. Even in heavy- 
spending 1964 (the last year for which de
tailed data are available), R & D spending in 
District states increased less than half as much 
as in the rest of the country, and California 
showed an increase only because a heavy in
flow of space-research funds offset a reduction 
in DOD spending.

This shift in Federal R & D spending policy, 
along with the related cutback in defense pro
curement, led to a sharp (albeit temporary) 
reduction in regional aerospace employment, 
and persuaded California state agencies to 
encourage the rechanneling of R & D efforts 
into such diverse fields as transportation, 
waste disposal, crime detection, and informa
tion retrieval.

W hy it’s worth it
Despite such occasional setbacks, R & D 

investment remains very attractive, in large 
part because of the enormously lucrative re
turns which are frequently obtainable from 
R & D projects. The measurement of rate of 
return is complicated, however, by the likeli
hood that the social return will be higher than
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the private benefit from each such investment. 
The investor and the initial user will certainly 
benefit from the economically successful de
velopment of an R & D project, but total bene
fits are likely to be much greater. If the proj
ect permits reduced prices, consumers will 
benefit, and if it permits the spread of new 
technology, competitors also will benefit.

A crucial element in R & D investment to
day is the computer-based information revolu
tion. Spending for computers has expanded 
rapidly, doubling in the 1959-63 period after 
an eight-fold increase in the preceding four- 
year period. The computer revolution has 
affected every aspect of the economy, pri
marily by providing decision-makers with 
completely new perspectives on their opera
tions. Business management, which formerly 
dealt with an organization of bits and pieces 
(engineering, production, inventory, account
ing, marketing, etc.), with the help of the 
computer is now enabled to see the organiza
tion in terms of a continuous flow of informa
tion which ties all individual operations to
gether.

All of the above simply measures the extent 
of the nation’s $ 120-billion knowledge in
vestment. But describing this crucial sector 
does not indicate which regions should receive 
new funds for knowledge investment, which 
fields should be emphasized in new education
al and R & D spending, and especially, what 
the eventual consequences of all this will be. 
Around each of these issues a great deal of 
controversy now rages.

Geography: where allocated?
Consider the geographical allocation of 

R & D spending. For example, Federal R & D 
allocations (which differ somewhat from the 
expenditure data cited earlier), reached $12.3 
billion in 1963 and $14.3 billion in 1964, and 
in each of those years the West received more 
than the next three geographical areas com- 

8 bined. California alone received 35 percent

of these Federal funds, or four times as much 
as New York, the second state in line. Thus, 
despite the recent slowdown in the inflow of 
R & D funds, the West retains a dominant 
position in this crucial growth-generating 
sector.

A similar concentration occurs in the allo
cation of funds on an agency basis. The De
partment of Defense, the National Aeronau
tics and Space Administration, and the 
Atomic Energy Commission spent 90 percent 
of all Federal R & D funds in recent years, and 
each of those agencies allocated the largest 
single block of its funds to District states. In 
1963, for example, the six largest DOD con
tracts went to Western firms, five of the first 
six NASA contracts found their way to the 
West, and six of the fifteen largest AEC con
tracts were spent here.

On a university basis, Federal expenditures 
are heavily focused on a relatively few uni
versities which are concentrated in three 
major geographical areas. (Twenty univer
sities—only one-tenth of all universities in the 
country—have received four-fifths of all such 
funds in recent years.) These high plateaus 
of academic excellence are the Western range 
extending from Berkeley and Stanford to 
Pasadena and Los Angeles, the Eastern range

W estern dom inance in R&D
based on strong aerospace research

Obligations (1964)
B il l io n s  of D o llars
0 1.0 20 3.0 4.0

Source: National Science Foundation
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extending from Boston to Washington, and 
the Midwestern concentration centered 
around the Big Ten and Chicago. At the uni
versity and research laboratories situated in 
the California concentration are found 36 
percent of the Nobel Prize winners in science, 
and in the Eastern and Midwestern concen
trations are found 46 percent and 10 percent, 
respectively, of the Nobel science laureates. 
And as a group these universities produce 
three-fourths of the nation’s Ph.D.’s

The concentration of Federal R & D spend
ing in these centers has strengthened the hand
ful of front-rank institutions and thus has 
widened the gap between them and all other 
research institutions. Moreover, since the 
Federal Government is the major supporter of 
university-based science, and since scientists 
(through the project system and other ad
visory procedures) determine which institu
tions will obtain new project funds, the front- 
rank institutions have been able to attract 
more and more research-oriented industry 
and thereby have generated a faster pace of 
economic growth in the regions in which they 
are located.

Some dispensers of Federal funds see no 
alternative to this procedure. One agency 
spokesman told a Congressional investigat
ing committee: “DOD would probably like to 
see a more uniform distribution, but we have 
to go where the talent is, and we have to get 
the best weapons system we can get.” Another 
agency spokesman added: “NASA cannot, 
nor can any other agency of the Government, 
place research projects at universities which 
do not have the resources to make a valued 
contribution to the agency’s mission.” But 
some Congressmen argue that science is too 
important a matter to be left to the scientists.

High-energy politics
The question came to a head in a still- 

continuing controversy over the construction 
of a $300-million high-energy nuclear ac

celerator—the world’s most powerful “atom 
smasher.” Nuclear accelerators, the basic 
tools of high-energy physics, are employed to 
probe the structure of the infinitesimally small 
particles that make up the nucleus of the atom. 
They utilize energies in the multibillion-elec- 
tron-volt range to hurl subatomic particles 
into collision with other particles; the greater 
the energy, the deeper the physicist can probe 
into the heart of the atom.

In the competition for the construction of 
this mammoth machine, a scientific advisory 
committee to the Atomic Energy Commis
sion decided on a California design and there
by rejected a Midwest-designed accelerator. 
Most scientists agreed with the decision, but 
the controversy raised a political storm that 
was felt at the very highest level. Even now, 
the site of the proposed machine remains un
decided. Proposals were initially received 
from 126 communities located in 46 of the 
50 states; 85 of those communities still remain 
in contention for the AEC’s award, and all of 
them feel uniquely qualified to provide a home 
for a 200 billion-electron-volt nuclear accel
erator.

The eventual consequence may be a shift 
from a situation of “intuitive imbalance” to 
one of “bureaucratic balance,” through a de
liberate Federal effort to develop a much 
larger number of outstanding research cen
ters. The National Education Improvement 
Act of 1963 signalled this shift by providing 
for the expansion of outstanding research cen
ters from 20 to 70, and President Johnson in 
a recent directive emphasized the new direc
tion by stating that research funds “are still 
too concentrated in too few institutions in too 
few areas.”

But some authorities worry that a shift of 
such magnitude would draw too heavily upon 
the very small pool of top-flight scientists and 
thus hamper research efforts at the leading 
institutions. Former Presidential adviser 
George Kistiakowsky, speaking for the Na-
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tional Academy of Sciences, supports this 
view but also suggests a possible compromise: 
“The 10,000 research grants now given by 
the Federal government are chosen on the ba
sis of excellence plus past record of achieve
ment; these should continue in the same way 
. .  . Quite a separate program should be insti
tuted for other institutions— after the selection 
of these possible new centers of excellence, 
they can be given temporary grants for a 
quantum jump to the next level of excellence.”

Brains: where allocated?
A somewhat related argument centers 

around the charge that too many of the na
tion’s top brains are allocated to the wrong 
tasks, no matter what region they work in. 
Critics of the present concentration of top
flight talent in aerospace programs contend, 
for example, that much of this talent could be 
better utilized in the civilian economy—the 
nation’s basic growth-creating mechanism. 
As examples of misallocation of resources, 
these critics point to the large number of 
weapons systems developed at great cost but 
never produced, the large number of firms 
competing for development and production 
contracts in such esoteric fields as orbital- 
guidance equipment, the use of scientific man
power in administrative and subprofessional 
duties (such as the preparation and market
ing of project proposals), and the stockpiling 
of skilled manpower as a hedge against fu
ture contract activity.

Professor Machlup, in discussing the best 
uses of knowledge investment, points out 
that scientific manpower has three alterna
tive uses— education, basic research, and ap
plied research. The cost of using scientists 
to produce new technology consists of the 
loss of either new trained minds (education) 
or new scientific knowledge (basic research). 
Despite the obviously high rate of return on 
R & D, it would be wrong to allocate resources 

1 o predominantly to applied work, since the con-

R&D
In modern industry, research,

| Has come to be a kind of church,
Where rubber-aproned acolytes 
Perform their Scientific Rites,
And firms spend funds they do not hafter, 
In hopes of benefits Hereafter.

— Kenneth Boulding

centration on R & D in the here and now could 
be achieved only by sacrificing future R&D.  
But this opposition of alternative uses does 
not occur in the case of basic research, where 
the performer is at the same time a teacher. 
“The would-be scientist must learn what it is 
like to do science, and this, which is research, 
is the most important thing he can be taught.”

Future: certain or uncertain?
Needless to say, more and more revolu

tionary changes lie ahead as a consequence 
of continuing investments in knowledge. A 
glimpse at the shape of this future may be 
afforded by a recent Rand Corporation sur
vey, in which 82 experts from a number of 
fields suggested developments that they con
sidered likely to occur by the end of this 
century.

The experts foresee the development of 
thermonuclear power, the mining of the ocean 
floor, the production of synthetic protein for 
food, the establishment of a permanent moon 
base as well as stations on Mars and the other 
planets— and the conquering of the common 
cold. They foresee the displacement of one- 
fourth of the present workforce within a 
decade through the automation of office work 
and teaching, and they also predict the de
velopment of a computer-based world langu
age, of completely automatic highways and 
skyways, and of automated tax (and garbage) 
collection. In the field of warfare, they foresee
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the development of bio-psychological weap
ons that would harm neither life nor property 
but would destroy the will to resist. (New 
Yorkers, with their water-power-subway 
problems, may be forgiven for visualizing 
themselves as the initial victims.)

Yet, despite the forthright nature of these 
predictions, the most certain thing about 
knowledge investment is its very uncertainty. 
Investment resulting in significant scientific 
advances is universally uncertain, with occa
sionally happy and frequently unhappy sur
prises being its normal consequences. And, in 
addition to technological uncertainty, knowl
edge investment shares with other types of 
investment the condition of environmental 
uncertainty—uncertainty about the kinds of 
new products that will be useful or saleable in 
the unknown environment of the future period 
in which they become available.

What response can be made to knowledge 
investment in this era of uncertainty? The an

thropologist Margaret Mead argues that every 
user of the new technology has mixed atti
tudes—“each is a potential supporter and 
advocate sufficiently entranced by the possi
bilities of new devices to use them and dream 
of a form of life which will be permeated with 
the new technology and which will yet be 
human and desirable—yet each is a potential 
rejector, bemused, frustrated, and left be
hind.” To deal with this situation, French 
historian Raymond Aron agrees that un
doubtedly everyone should understand science 
better and everyone should receive a better 
education—but “the supreme virtue of the 
mind in a scientific society and in a revolu
tionary era is . . . flexibility, imagination, the 
capacity of not being a prisoner of stereotypes, 
of remaining open to new developments.” For 
the individual, for the nation, and for every 
region of the nation, there is probably no 
better response.

— William Burke
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